
• To begin to corner confidently and manoeuvre the bike on 
various shaped courses including corners of varying angles.

• To begin to identify ways in which the children can 
independently challenge themselves.

•  Marker cones of di�erent size and colour.
•  Set out various small courses marked by cones,

use di�erent letters of the alphabet as a guide.
•  Include turns with di�erent shaped corners and

angles of turn.

SPACE
Try changing the size of the area around the corners. 
You can also change the angle of the turns,
the gradients, or terrain.

TASK 
Vary the angles of the corners. Set a timer and see 
how long each set of letters takes them to complete. 
Create a points system, for example points for not 
touching the cones. Try changing the direction they 
need to travel in too. 

EQUIPMENT 
Vary size of cones, at each di�erently sized cone
they perform a task, e.g. climb o� and climb on again; 
include obstacles (natural and manmade).

PEOPLE
Increase number of children cycling at one
time round a course.

•  How are you deciding the speed at which 
you should approach the corner?

•  What is the most important thing to 
consider in trying to ride round corners?

•  What will happen if you approach a corner 
too fast/wide/slow/on hoods?

•  How did you alter your head, body, arm
and elbow positions on approach?

•  Why do you think we are focusing
on cornering?
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 Bonus Challenge:
 Ask the children to consider how courses such 

as *G, *D, *Q, *P would be challenging?
Draw out: They would involve crossing the
path of other children and would require us
to be aware of others around us.

5.  plenary:
 Create paired or group discussions focusing on: 

what did you do to go round a corner on your 
bike? Is this the same for all corners/turns?

learning question:
 What do you do when you go round a corner on your bike?

1.  Safety Checks:
 Children complete bike ‘M’ checks and helmet checks,

led by the teacher.

2. Activity:
•  Children explore various shaped courses on their bikes,
 marked out with cones, with wide sweeping turns:
 * O * C *S * D *G * B * Q * U * P (see diagram A).
•  Three children start at each mini course, complete two  
 times and then move round, avoid queuing.

3.  discussion: 
•  What did you notice you were doing to go

round a corner?
•  Draw out – changing speed, gearing, braking, leaning,

looking beyond the corner.
•   Support children to engage in challenging themselves

independently – introduce STEP process. What did you 
notice about the letters I have chosen? Can you think
of letters that would be more challenging to cycle round?

4.  Challenge: 
•   Allocate each group of 3 children a letter to change to

a more challenging letter, considering the angles of turn,
e.g: *O *C *S, or *D,*G,*B,*Q,*G,*D (see diagram B).

•   Repeat and notice children who have adapted their
cornering skills after the discussion to include an idea
discussed.

O D P

B Q U
CA S G

O D P

B Q U
C S G B
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